
Name: ________________________________ 

Date: ___________________ Block: _______ 

 

1.  Diamond’s theory is that __________________________________ determines who conquers whom. 

 

2.  The Spanish conquistadors searching for gold and glory were led by Captain Francisco ______________. 

 

3.  By the 1530’s the Inca Empire stretched from modern day Ecuador to central _____________________.   

 

4.  The Spanish King controlled _________________ of mainland Europe but only recently had become a 

unified state having fought off 700 years of occupation by Islamic Moors. 

 

5.  Farming gave some cultures a head start and it first developed in the _____________________________. 

 

6.  By the 16
th

 century European farms were dominated by livestock that provided more than just ________, 

they were a source of milk, ___________________, leather, manure, and muscle power. 

 

7.  The Inca were very skilled at growing potatoes but because of _________________________ they could 

never be as productive as European farmers. 

 

8.  The Inca Emperor Atahualpa was revered as living god, a __________ of the _____________ itself. 

 

9.  When Atahualpa hears about the Spanish he chooses not to have them killed, instead he sends a 

messenger to join him in Cajamarca; he wanted them to walk into a ______________________. 

 

10.  The Spanish were described as having “wool on their face like an alpaca” and “a little pot never used for 

cooking.”  What were the Inca describing? 

 

11.  At the time of the conquistadors Spain had the biggest __________________ in Europe. 

 

12.  By the 1530s the harquebus was an important part of the Spanish arsenal; gunpowder originated from 

______________________ but its uses as a weapon was pioneered by the ______________________. 

 

13.  What are the qualities needed in a sword? 

“Guns, Germs and Steel: Conquest” 

 



14.  On November 15, 1532 Pizarro’s band of adventurers enters the Valley of Cajamarca where they’ve 

been told Atahualpa is waiting for them.  __________________________ men in full battle order await. 

 

15.  Pizarro sends a party of his best horsemen into the Incan camp led by Captain De Soto; his purpose is to 

______________________________ the Inca in front of his people.   

 

16.  Twelve years earlier, __________________________ had gone to Mexico and encountered another 

formidable civilization, the ______________________________.  His story was later published and become 

a bestseller – like a ___________________________ for Conquistadors. 

 

17.  Why didn’t crops, ideas and technologies spread easily between North and South America? 

 

 

18.  On November 16, 1532 Atahualpa agrees to meet the Spanish and sends his entourage ahead of him.  He 

makes a fateful decision – his soldiers should not carry ______________________________. 

 

19.  Pizarro sends out his priest to confront Atahualpa because the conquistadors are obliged to try to 

__________________________ the native people before they resort to any _______________________. 

 

20.  Atahualpa is put in a makeshift ______________________________.  He thought the Spanish would 

kill him but he was told no, ____________________________ only kill in battle. 

 

21.  Twelve years before Pizarro arrived at Cajamarca, a _____________________ ship arrived in Mexico.  

On board one of the slaves was suffering from the first sign of fever – the disease he had was ____________. 

 

22.  Smallpox gets into the body when you _______________________ in particles.  Once the ___________ 

takes over the body the patient is highly ___________________________. 

 

23.  Why did the Europeans bring with them so many diseases compared to the Americans? 

 

24.  Most estimates agree that approximately __________ % of Natives were killed by diseases. 

 

25.  What was Atahualpa’s imprisonment like?  Why was he eventually killed? 
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